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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Introduction

Luminant Music is an application that makes the experience of playing the music you love more enjoyable,
more visceral, and visually spectacular.
In Luminant Music, your music is showcased by beautiful computer-animated scenes, driven in real time
by your music. The graphics and the music are synchronized into a seamless, dynamic, one-of-a-kind,
mesmerizing show you can enjoy on any screen connected to your computer.
This user guide covers the major features included in Luminant Music including the using the demo, playing
your own music, listening to Internet radio stations, using your microphone, or using your system’s sounds
including streaming services such as Pandora and Spotify.
If your edition of Luminant Music includes the Video Producer, see the separate Video Producer User Guide,
available for download on the Support page of Luminant Music’s website.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Quick Start Guide
These tips will help you get started using Luminant Music’s most popular features quickly and easily.

Quickly Start the Demo

After installation, press the space bar to enjoy the built-in demo immediately. If Luminant Music is in another
mode, select DEMO from the Main Menu.

Change Scenes Easily

To change the visual scene that responds to your music, use the Scene Selection controls found at the top
of the screen.
• Click through the available scenes using the Previous Scene and Next Scene buttons or click the
Scene Select icon to open a menu containing all scenes.

Control Your Music

The Rewind, Fast Forward, Stop, and Play/Pause buttons are found in the Play Controls near the
bottom of the screen. The Play Controls change depending on the mode selected.

View the Main Menu

Click the Main Menu button on the bottom left to see the modes available in your edition of Luminant
Music. Select the source for the sound you would like to use in Luminant Music.
• DEMO: Luminant Music’s built-in demo
• PLAYLIST: Play your own music
• RADIO: Internet radio stations
• MICROPHONE: Play live music or other sounds using a microphone
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•

•

STREAM: Visualize music from streaming services, YouTube, or any other sound your system plays
Luminant Music for Mac requires third-party software to operate in STREAM mode. See the FAQs on
the Luminant Music website for more information.
VIDEOS: Create extraordinary music videos easily

Selecting the source on the Main Menu changes the Play Controls at the bottom of the screen.
If the auto-hide setting is activated in the Application Settings, the Play Controls and Scene Selection
tools hide when you move your mouse away from them. Move your mouse near the top or bottom of your
screen to make them reappear. Learn more in the Adjust the Application Settings section on page 19 of
the Luminant Music user guide.
If you have a license key to activate the Lite, Standard, or Ultimate edition, see page 27 for assistance in
activating the additional features included in your edition.
Depending on whether your are using the Trial, Lite, Standard, or Ultimate edition, some modes and
scenes may not be available. See the Luminant Music website for more information on the features included
in each edition.
For assistance using the VIDEOS mode of Luminant Music, see the Video Producer User Guide.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Play Music with the
Built-In Demo

Luminant Music’s built-in demo is a great a way to see Luminant Music in action.
1. After installation, press the space bar to enjoy the built-in demo immediately.
2. If Luminant Music is in another mode, click the Main Menu button, found at the bottom left,and select
DEMO. The Play Controls will become active at the bottom of your screen, and the music will begin to
play. For more information on using Play Controls, see page 7 of this user guide.
In the demo, each song is linked to a specific scene to create a spectacular show you can enjoy at any time.
Click the Demo Playlist icon, indicated above on the bottom control bar, to open the Demo Playlist. You will
see the list of tracks and their linked scenes. The demo playlist cannot be altered.
You may change the scene by using the Scene Selection tools at the top of the screen. However, when the
song ends, the scene will change to a linked scene when a new song begins.
If you purchased the Lite, Standard, or Ultimate edition of Luminant Music, click ACTIVATE at the top of
the screen to enter the license key you received when you purchased the application. For more information,
see Activate Luminant Music on page 27.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Using the Play Controls

Use the Play Controls at the bottom of your screen to choose how you want to listen to the music.
Click this icon to open a playlist, Internet radio browser, or configuration options,
depending on the mode chosen on the Main Menu. This icon changes depending on the
mode selected.
Click Shuffle to randomize the order in which the music tracks are played.
• Click Shuffle again to turn off the shuffle feature and play the tracks in the order
they appear.
Loop toggles playlist looping. You can loop one, all, or no tracks.
• If clicked once, a light appears beneath the button, and tracks will continue playing
again from the beginning of the list once all the songs have played.
• If clicked a second time, a numeral 1 appears in the button to indicate the selected
track will play again from the beginning once the track ends.
Click Rewind once to select the previous track.
• Press and hold Rewind while music is playing to smoothly rewind
• Shift+Rewind to skip back 5 seconds
• Ctrl/Cmd+Rewind to skip back 15 seconds
Click Fast Forward once to select the next track.
• Press and hold Fast Forward while music is playing to smoothly fast forward
• Shift+Fast Forward to skip forward 5 seconds
• Ctrl/Cmd+Fast Forward to skip forward 15 seconds
Stop ends the music instantly.
Shift+Stop ends the music with a fade-out.
Play/Pause plays or pauses the music.
Ctrl+Play/Pause fades the music in or out.
Open the Audio Configuration panel to adjust the balance, treble, midrange, and bass.
Mute and unmute the audio.
At the bottom right, the Volume Slider adjusts the sound volume.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Select Scenes
The Scene Selection tools are found at the top of the screen. These tools allow you to select from the many
scenes available in Luminant Music.

The Scene Title is displayed at the top of the screen. Click the Scene Title to create a search field where
you can search for a scene by name.

Click Previous Scene to display the previous scene.

Click Next Scene to advance to the next scene.

Click Scene Select to display a visual menu of all scenes available in Luminant Music.
Once open, you may choose whether the menu is displayed horizontally, vertically, or in list
format by clicking the white icons at the top right corner of the window.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Play Your Own Music in the Playlist

Playlist mode lets you create amazing visual effects that respond to your favorite music as it plays.
1. Click the Main Menu button, found at the bottom left, and select PLAYLIST. The Play Controls will
become active at the bottom of your screen.
2. Click the Playlist icon to open the Playlist panel, where you will add music tracks or load an existing
playlist. If your playlist is empty, the Playlist panel will open automatically.
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Add Your Music to the Playlist

1. Click the Plus button to add music from your computer to Luminant Music. Luminant Music accepts
audio files in the following formats: MP3, WAV, OGG, and AIFF.
2. Click the kebab menu to:
a. Load an existing playlist
b. Save the added tracks as a playlist to be opened again later
c. Clear the current tracks and create a New Playlist
d. Change the style and location of the Playlist
To name your playlist, click the kebab menu and save your playlist. You will be able to name it and choose a
location for the file. This menu also lets you select the location for the Playlist panel and change the style if
you choose. Once you have loaded tracks into your playlist, close the panel to enjoy the animation. Click the
Playlist icon again to reopen.
Below the playlist name, you’ll see the number of tracks on your playlist and the total time length of the entire
playlist, framed in red above. These numbers will automatically update as you add tracks to the playlist.
Info toggles the display of details about the selected track(s).
Scene Link links and unlinks a scene with a specified track. If linked, the
specified scene will appear each time that song plays. If a scene has been linked
to a song track, a scene icon will appear beside the track. To remove the Scene
Link, select the track and click Scene Link again.
Help opens the Help panel section for Playlist mode.
Use the Play Controls at the bottom of your screen to enjoy your favorite tracks.
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Playlist Tips
•

The track playing currently (the active track) is highlighted.

•

Hold Shift to select several contiguous tracks at once.

•

Hold Ctrl/Cmd to select several separate tracks at once.

•

If a track is linked to a specified scene, that scene name appears under the track title in the Playlist.

•

Track title and artist information are retrieved from metadata stored in the file.

•

Track length information is preliminarily pulled from metadata. When the track plays, the
exact length is updated.

•

Click Delete to remove a song from the playlist.

Keyboard Shortcuts in Playlist Panel
Action

Windows

Go to the top of the playlist

Home

Go to the last track in the playlist

End

Select all files

Ctrl+A

Cmd+A

Remove selected track(s)

Delete

Delete

Select previous track

Up arrow

Up arrow

Select next track

Down arrow

Down arrow

Play selected track

Enter

Enter

Restart the active song

<

<

Link current track to current scene

Ctrl+L

Cmd+L

Unlink current track from current scene

Shift+Ctrl+L

Shift+Cmd+L

Save playlist

Ctrl+S

Cmd+S

Add tracks

\

\

New playlist

Ctrl+N

Cmd+N
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Play Music from
Internet Radio Stations

Available only
in Standard and
Ultimate Editions

In Radio mode, Luminant Music creates extraordinary visual effects that respond to your favorite Internet
radio stations in real time.
1. Click the Main Menu button, found at the bottom left, and select RADIO. The Play/Pause button will
become active at the bottom of the screen.
2. Click the Radio icon at the bottom of the screen to open a list of the available stations in the radio station
browser.
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Using the Internet Radio Station Browser

Use the search bar and the drop-down menu at the top of the browser to find the station or genre you
want to play. Alternatively, you can use the arrows at the bottom of the browser to scroll through the large
number of radio stations available.
1. Click the name of a radio station to select it or click the small play button beside the station name.
The music will begin to play. Click the station name again to deselect the station.
2. Once a station is selected, you may use the Play/Pause at the bottom of your screen to start and
stop the music or use the play icon beside the station name.
3. Use the Scene Selection tools at the top of the screen to change the computer animation
synced to the music.
To close the radio station browser and enjoy the animation, click the × at the top right. Your music will
continue to play. Click the Radio icon at the bottom left to reopen the browser and select another station.
The Help button opens the RADIO section of the Help panel.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Use Your Microphone

Luminant Music creates a remarkable visual spectacle that responds in real time to any music or sound from
your computer’s microphone.
1. Click the Main Menu button, found at the bottom left, and select MICROPHONE.
2. If a microphone is installed or connected, the animation will immediately begin to respond to the
sounds picked up by the microphone.
Use the Scene Selection tools at the top of the screen to change the computer animation synced to the
microphone.
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Configure the Microphone Settings

1. Click the MICROPHONE CONFIGURATION icon at the bottom of the screen to open the
MICROPHONE CONFIGURATION panel.
2. Use the drop-down menu to choose the microphone you want to use with Luminant Music.
3. Use the AUTO/PRO LEVELS toggle to select whether to configure the microphone automatically
or manually. Select PRO LEVELS to manually adjust NOISE REDUCTION. Selecting AUTO will allow
Luminant Music to calibrate your microphone automatically.

Calibrate Your Microphone to Reduce Background Noise
If you select PRO LEVELS, the NOISE REDUCTION panel will open.
1. Click CALIBRATE to open the NOISE SAMPLING panel.
2. Click SAMPLE for Luminant Music to record a few seconds of background noise. Stay as quiet as
possible while recording.
3. Click OKAY. Your microphone is now calibrated. When you play sound into your microphone,
Luminant Music will now ignore the background noise.
4. If desired, use the NOISE slider to adjust the noise profile. Moving the slider to the left makes
the microphone pick up more sounds from the background, while moving it to the right makes the
microphone less sensitive to background noise.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Visualize Music from
Streaming Services and
Other Sound Sources

Available only
in the Ultimate
Edition

Luminant Music creates a remarkable visual spectacle that responds in real time to any sound being played
on your computer, including YouTube and streaming services such as Spotify, Amazon Music, or
Pandora.
Luminant Music for Mac requires the installation of third-party software to operate in STREAM mode. See the
FAQ section the Luminant Music website for more information.
1. Click the Main Menu button, found at the bottom left, and select STREAM.
2. The Luminant Music animation will respond to the sounds you are playing.
a. If no sound is currently playing, open the application or website with sound you want to
visualize and begin playing sound.
b. Return to Luminant Music once the sound is playing to adjust the settings or change the scene.
c. If you hear sound, but Luminant Music does not respond, see the Configure the Stream
Audio Settings on page 17 of this user guide.
Use the Scene Selection tools at the top of the screen to change the computer animation synced to the
system’s sounds.
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Configure the Stream Audio Settings

1. Click the Stream Audio Configuration icon to open the STREAM AUDIO CONFIGURATION
panel.
2. Use the drop-down menu at the top of the panel to choose the device you want to use with Luminant
Music.
a. Select an output device, such as headphones or speakers, for a visual music experience
synced to any streaming service or other media player.
b. Select an input device, such as line-in, to create graphics driven by audio from other external
sources.
c. If sound is playing, but Luminant Music is not responding, try a different audio device on the
drop-down menu until Luminant Music responds.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Create Videos with the
Video Producer

Available only
in Standard and
Ultimate Editions

Luminant Music can help you create extraordinary music videos easily. This mode is available only in the
Standard and Ultimate editions of Luminant Music. The Trial edition also includes a watermarked version of
the Video Producer.
The process of creating a music video is detailed in the Video Producer User Guide, found on Luminant
Music’s website.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Adjust the Application Settings

Luminant Music has many tools available to help you customize your music visualization experience. These
tools are found in the SETTINGS panel.
1. To open the SETTINGS panel, click the Settings icon, located on the bottom control panel beside the
Main Menu button. The first time you open the panel, a list of customization settings will appear.
2. Use the icons to the left of the panel to select the setting you wish to adjust.
The following pages explain the settings that can be changed in the SETTINGS panel.
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Preferences Menu
Select Preferences to open the Preferences menu.

Use the Preferences menu to adjust the items displayed when using Luminant Music.
SHOW FRAMES PER SECOND (FPS)

Activate this feature to have the FPS visible at the bottom of the
screen.

SHOW TOOLTIPS

Activate this feature to display tooltips when your mouse
hovers over an icon or button.

AUTO-HIDE MENUS

When this feature is activated, the bars at the top and bottom
of the screen will disappear when the mouse is moved away
from the area and reappear when the mouse returns to the
area. Turn off this feature to keep the Play Controls and
Scene Selection tools visible at all times.

SHOW TITLE AT STARTUP

When this feature is activated, the title of the application,
Luminant Music, will appear when the application opens.

ANIMATE WHEN IDLE

When this feature is activated, scenes will be animated slightly
when the application is paused or idle. Turn off the feature to
stop all animation when Luminant Music is idle.

SHOW TOUR AT STARTUP

When activated, a guided tour of Luminant Music’s essential
features will appear each time the application starts.
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Scene Configuration Menu
Select Scene Configuration to open the Scene Configuration menu.

The Scene Configuration menu lets you enable or disable specific scenes and lets you set the enabled
scenes to shuffle randomly or automatically advance to the next scene after a specified duration.
Use the toggle switch beside a screen title in order to enable or disable a scene. If a scene is disabled, it will
not be shown when the auto-advance feature is activated.
•

When AUTO-ADVANCE is enabled, Luminant Music will change scenes automatically after a specified
duration. Turn off auto-advance to keep Luminant Music on one specific scene.

•

Use the DURATION slider to select the length of time you want to display each scene when autoadvance is enabled.

•

When SHUFFLE is enabled, scenes are shown in random order. Disable SHUFFLE to display the
scenes in the order they are listed.

•

Scene titles in gray are not available in the edition currently activated. Upgrade to a higher edition to
enable the scene.

•

Click a scene title to preview it. The preview screen will tell you which edition includes that scene. The
Ultimate edition includes all scenes.

•

Click the × at the top right to close the preview and return to the Scene Configuration menu.
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Performance Optimization
Select Optimization to open the Optimization menu.

The Optimization menu provides the controls to improve the performance of Luminant Music.
PILLARBOXING
LETTERBOXING
AUTOSELECT
QUALITY PROFILE

Narrow or widen the scene in real time.
Shrink or stretch the top and bottom of the scene in real time.
Automatically adjust the quality setting.
Select the quality level desired for the current scene.

The Frames Per Second (FPS) graph shows the FPS rate for the current settings.
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Display Options
Select Display Options to open the Display Options menu.

The Display Options menu lets you change how the track information (artist, song title, album title) is
displayed over the scene.
SHOW TRACK INFO
INFO SIZE
TRACK INFO LOCATION
INFO

Toggle to turn the track information on and off.
This slider increases and decreases the size of the displayed track
information.
Click to choose the location on the scene where you would like the
track information to be displayed.
Choose the information about the track you would like to have
displayed if available. The track information is pulled from
the metadata.

STYLE

These options change the look or style of the text.

BACKGROUND

These options change the background of the area where the track
information is displayed. Backgrounds can create contrast to
make the information more visible if desired.
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System Specs
Select System Specs to open the System Specs panel.

Click GET SYSTEM SPECS to display the system information that is relevant to Luminant Music. This
information is often helpful for troubleshooting
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Adjust the Window Settings

The window controls are found at the top right of the screen. These tools let you change the
way you view Luminant Music.
Click Full Screen to toggle between full screen and windowed. Press Ctrl/Cmd+click to open the
menu to select your full screen resolution.
Close exits Luminant Music when the application is in full screen. The Close button will not appear
unless Luminant Music is in full screen mode.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Access Help in Luminant Music

Click the Help button at the top of the screen to access a link to this user guide, additional Help topics, a
list of keyboard shortcuts, and more.
•

Click LOCAL DOCUMENTATION to open a folder that contains this user guide and other
documentation for Luminant Music.

•

Click ONLINE DOCUMENTATION to visit the Support page of the Luminant Music website
where you will find frequently asked questions, links to the latest Luminant Music User Guide, Video
Producer User Guide, and Quick Start Guide, and a form to contact technical support.

In addition to the Help button at the top of the screen, you’ll find Help buttons located on various panels
throughout Luminant Music. These buttons open the Help panel directly to the section that provides
assistance for the current mode or panel.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Activate Luminant Music® and
Check for Updates
When you purchase the Lite, Standard, or Ultimate edition of Luminant Music, you receive an email with
a license key for activation. If you did not receive a license key or have lost it, visit the Support page of the
Luminant Music website. Under Contact Us, you will find a form to contact technical support.

After installing the Trial edition of Luminant music, follow these steps to activate the additional features if
you purchased the Lite, Standard, or Ultimate edition
1. Open Luminant Music.
2. Click the ACTIVATE button at the top of the screen.
3. Enter your name and the license key you received via email
when you purchased Luminant Music.
4. Click ACTIVATE.
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Check for Updates or Deactivate Luminant Music on a Device
Luminant Music may be installed on up to three devices with one license key. Before you can install the
application on a fourth computer, you must first deactivate the license key on one of the three that have
already been activated.
Luminant Music’s About panel provides the link to deactivate a device if desired and also lets you check for
updates to ensure you are running the latest version of the application.

1. Click the About button at the top of the screen.
2. Click DEACTIVATE to deactivate the license key on the current device or click UPDATES to view the
version of Luminant Music you are currently running and check for updates.
When you click UPDATES at the bottom of the About panel, it will display which version you are currently
using and which version is the latest release of Luminant Music. If you have purchased a license key, the message will also display the versions your license key will activate.
If you purchased Luminant Music but wish to upgrade to a higher edition, please contact Luminant
Music technical support at tech.support@luminantmusic.com for assistance.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Keyboard Shortcuts
MAIN (All modes except Video Producer)
Show and lock controls

WINDOWS
ESC

MAC
ESC

Hide all controls (ESC to restore)

Shift+ESC

Shift+ESC

PANELS
Help

F1

F1

Playlist (some modes)

F2

F2

Scene configuration

F3

F3

Audio configuration

F4

F4

Display options

F6

F5

Performance optimization

F7

F6

About Luminant Music

F8

F8

TRACKS (Playlist and Demo modes)
Play/Pause scene and music

Space

Space

Play/Pause with fade

Ctrl+Space

Ctrl+Space

Previous track

Left arrow

Left arrow

Next track

Right arrow

Right arrow

Rewind 5 seconds

Shift+Left arrow

Shift+Left arrow

Skip 5 seconds

Shift+Right arrow

Shift+Right arrow

Rewind 15 seconds

Ctrl+Left arrow

Cmd+Left arrow

Skip 15 seconds

Ctrl+Right arrow

Cmd+Right arrow

Restart current track

<

<

VOLUME
Mute

Shift+Ctrl+M

Shift+Cmd+M

Volume -10%

Minus

Minus

Volume +10%

Equal

Equal

Volume +10%

Plus

Plus
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PLAYLIST PANEL
Play selected track

WINDOWS
Enter

MAC
Enter

Add tracks

\

\

Delete selected track

Delete

Delete

Go to top of track list

Home

Go to end of track list

End

Select previous track

Up arrow

Home (fn+Left
arrow)
End (fn+Right
arrow)
Up arrow

Select next track

Down arrow

Down arrow

Select all tracks

Ctrl+A

Cmd+A

Open a playlist

Ctrl+O

Cmd+O

Save playlist

Ctrl+S

Cmd+S

Link current track to current scene

Ctrl+L

Cmd+L

Unlink current track from current scene

Shift+Ctrl+L

Shift+Cmd+L

New playlist

Ctrl+N

Cmd+N

SCENES
Play/Pause camera

Ctrl+P

Cmd+P

Previous scene

Page up

Next scene

Page down

Page up (fn+Up
arrow)
Page down
(fn+Down arrow)

DISPLAY
Decrease framed size

[

[

Increase framed size (to full screen)

]

]

Decrease width only (pillarboxing)

Shift+[

Shift+[

Increase width only

Shift+]

Shift+]

Decrease height only (letterboxing)

Ctrl+[

Cmd+[

Increase height only

Ctrl+]

Cmd+]

Capture screen at 1X (Shift: 2X, Ctrl/Cmd: 4X,
Shift+Ctrl/Cmd: 8X)

Back quote (`)

Back quote (`)
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VIDEO PRODUCER (All Tabs)
Select Timing tab

WINDOWS

MAC

T

T

Select Style tab

Y

S

Select Views tab

W

V

Save

Ctrl+S

Cmd+S

Play/pause

Space

Space

VIDEO PRODUCER (TIMING Tab)
Insert a segment at current time

\

\

Delete the current segment

Delete

Delete

Go to start of track

Home

Go to the beginning of the last segment

End

Previous segment

Left arrow

Home (fn+Left
arrow)
End (fn+Right
arrow)
Left arrow

Next segment

Right arrow

Right arrow

Previous gridline

Shift+Left arrow

Shift+Left arrow

Next gridline

Shift+Right arrow

Shift+Right arrow

Move gridlines -0.01s

Ctrl+Left arrow

Cmd+Left arrow

Move gridlines +0.01s

Ctrl+Right arrow

Cmd+Right arrow

Move gridlines -10s

Set Reference to current time

Shift+Ctrl+Left
arrow
Shift+Ctrl+Right
arrow
Ctrl+R

Shift+Cmd+Left
arrow
Shift+Cmd+Right
arrow
Cmd+R

Play 3 seconds

Ctrl+P

Cmd+P

Play/pause

Space

Space

VIDEO PRODUCER (VIEWS and STYLE Tabs)
Go to start of current segment

Home

Go to end of current segment

End

Go to start of track

Ctrl+Home

Home (fn+Left
arrow)
End (fn+Right
arrow)
Cmd+Home

Go to the beginning of the last segment

Ctrl+End

Cmd+End

Move gridlines +10s
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Legal Information
Luminant Music® © 2017-2019 Cybernetic Entertainment LLC. All rights reserved.
This program includes technologies developed and owned by others.
NAudio is used under the Microsoft Public License (MS-PL). License information is available here: https://
naudio.codeplex.com/license.
This software uses FFmpeg under the GNU Lesser General Public
License (LGPL), version 3.0. FFmpeg is a trademark of Fabrice Bellard, originator of the FFmpeg project.
Source code for FFmpeg is available here: https://www.ffmpeg.org/download.html.
Luminant Music uses FMOD Studio by Firelight Technologies Pty Ltd.
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